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ABSTRACT 
 

Fault diagnosis within airplane is a complex and time 
consuming task. Both the efficiency and the effect of 
fault diagnosis are increasingly important for airplane 
flying on timetable and flight security. In this paper, we 
propose a fault diagnosis support system (FDSS) by 
using agent technology to support ground crew in 
process of airplane fault diagnosis. This FDSS consists 
of four kinds of agents: management agent, interface 
agent, diagnosis agent and data agent. Management agent 
serves as an agent name server and keeps the all agents’ 
information, such as name, location, capabilities. 
Interface agent is the interface of FDSS. Fault diagnosis 
user and expert have their own interface agent to interact 
with the FDSS. Diagnosis agent encapsulates a diagnosis 
method. Data agent gets the required signals for fault 
diagnosis. All agents have the capabilities of 
communication and cooperation with each other. We 
study the FDSS architecture, and discuss the 
development technology of FDSS. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Airplane has a lot of parts, complex structures and works 
in a complicated process, so the fault diagnosis within 
airplane is often a difficult, complex and time consuming 
task. But the fault diagnosis and reparation within a short 
time is increasingly important for the airplane flying on 
timetable and flight security. We should improve the fault 
diagnosis efficiency and effect. Fault diagnosis study has 
concentrated on two subjects:  
 
First, on the fault diagnosis methods, such as cause and 
effect analysis method, fault tree method [1], artificial 
neural network method [2], case based reasoning method 
[3], knowledge based inference method, Petri nets 
method [4, 5] and Bayesian network method [6], etc.  
 
Second, on the fault diagnosis system that contributes to 
the automotive fault diagnosis. Agent and multiagent 
have been introduced to the fault diagnosis system. 
Researchers have proposed many agent based fault 

diagnosis system emphasized on automotive fault 
diagnosis in their certain application domains [6, 7, 8, 9, 
10].  
 
But within airplane fault diagnosis, complete automotive 
process is too difficult to realize. The ground crew can 
use the computer based fault diagnosis methods and their 
own experiments, and also, they need the help of experts 
in relative fields. The airplane fault diagnosis is dynamic 
process. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a concept 
of fault diagnosis support system (FDSS) which is a 
computer based support system to help users diagnose 
faults in airplane. By using FDSS, they can use lots of 
fault diagnosis methods built in the system, and can get 
the help from experts online through computer networks. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we 
propose the architecture of FDSS. In section 3 we study 
the diagnosis agents. In section 4 we discuss the 
development technology of FDSS and implementation of 
all kinds of agents. At last we give conclusion and further 
research work for FDSS.  
 
 
2 ARCHITECTURE OF FDSS 
 
2.1 Components in FDSS 
 
Components in FDSS include agents, users, experts, 
database and knowledge base. Agents are the main 
components. All agents are classified to four kinds: 
management agent, interface agent, diagnosis agent and 
data agents. 
 
(1) Management agent 
It is responsible for system management. It keeps all the 
information, such as the names, locations, 
communication ports of all agents and provides the 
functions for registring, updating, querying the 
information of agents in the system. Each agent work for 
fault diagnosis should register to management agent. 
Management agent also works as an agent name server. 
The identify number of each agent is its name. The 
communication between agents can use agent names and 
ignore their location.  
(2) Interface agent 
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It is built for its user to interact with the multiagent based 
FDSS. Every user has an interface agent. An interface 
agent has GUI for its user (ground crew) or fault 
diagnosis expert to access data, query diagnosis method 
information and use the fault diagnosis method.  
 
(3) Diagnosis agent 
It is developed by its master or a fault diagnosis expert. It 
is the main component of multiagent based FDSS to 
diagnose airplane fault. Each diagnosis agent 
encapsulates the algorithms of a fault diagnosis method, 
which can be invoked by the users and experts using 
their interface agents.  
 
(4) Data agent 
It is designed for the purpose of collecting required 
voltage or current analogue signals by using suitable 
circuit and translates them to digital (A/D) signals. It 
provides data for other agents in the system. Data agent 
includes hardware circuit and relative instrument.  
 
(5) Users 
A user is the member of the ground crew who maintains 
the airplane. He can use the interface agent publish the 
fault he found in the routine check and utilize the 
diagnosis methods and get help from experts.  
 
(6) Experts 
The experts are sophisticated persons who know airplane 
fault very well or researchers studied on fault diagnosis. 
An expert can use interface agent take part in fault 
diagnosis process and give advices based on his own 
experiments or methods. He can also invoke the fault 
methods which are encapsulated by diagnosis agents.  
 
(7) Database 
It stores data about the airplane, such as all parts types, 
numbers, location, principle, circuits, working sounds, 
etc. The ability of multimedia format storage is 
necessary.  
 
(8) Knowledge database 
It keeps common knowledge of the airplane including 
checking instruction and steps, frequent fault dissolving 
approaches, etc.  
 
All kinds of agents have GUI interface for his masters to 
interact with directly.  
 
Data in database, knowledge in knowledge base are 
called global data and knowledge, can be accessed by 
agents. Each agent in the FDSS also has itself local 
knowledge base and database.  
 
2.2 Architecture of FDSS 
 
A multiagent based FDSS is comprised of one 
management agent, many interface agents, many 
diagnosis agents, and many data agents. All agents run 

their resided computers connected by computer network, 
such as LAN, Intranet or Internet. They can 
communicate with each other by using agent 
communication language to form cooperation in the fault 
diagnosis process. The architecture of FDSS is 
demonstrated as figure 1. 
 
FDSS is an opened architecture. It let a new developed 
agent join the system conveniently by simply registering 
to the management agent. 
 
Generally, the user works at parking apron or hangar. His 
interface agent is running in his a notebook computer, 
with wireless network adaptor (802.11b). In order to be 
more convenient for him to do work, his interface agent 
can run in his mobile phone with GPRS. 
 
Data agents must have circuit and instrument connected 
to airplane. So they should run in the computers such as 
near the airplane just like the users’ interface agents. 
Notebook computers or mobile phones are suitable for 
them. 
 
Management agent resides in a 24 hours a day running 
computer. And diagnosis agents run in distributed 
computers at airport or Airline Corporation.  
 
An expert’s interface agent can run in his computer in the 
office or at home, or even run in his mobile phone. 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of Multiagent based FDSS  

  
2.3 Supporting process of fault diagnosis 



 
The process of FDSS supporting user for fault diagnosis 
is showed as figure 2.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Supporting process in fault diagnosis 
 
(1) Fault definition and publication.  
When a user finds a fault within the airplane, he can use 
his interface agent running in his notebook computer to 
define the fault. He should follow the instruction of 
interface agent to input the description of the fault 
symptoms and then classify the fault. Knowledge base 
and database may be useful in fault classification. Then 
let the interface agent publish the fault. 
 
(2)  Diagnosis agents accept diagnosis task 
After the fault publication in the system, diagnosis agents 

make decision about if they accept the diagnosis task 
according to their abilities and the fault property. If one 
of diagnosis agents accepts the task, it will use the 
encapsulated method to execute fault diagnosing. In its 
process of fault diagnosis, data agents may be invoked to 
acquire required data, knowledge base and database may 
be accessed for getting useful knowledge and data, other 
diagnosis agents may be asked to do some work in a 
cooperation way. 
 
(3) Experts accept diagnosis task 
Experts can accept diagnosis task published by the 
interface agent if they are online. Uses can also use the 
interface agent invite some offline experts to do 
diagnosis task by sending email or mobile phone short 
message. When an expert accepts the diagnosis task, he 
analyzes the fault by his own diagnosis method and 
experiments. He can also ask data agent for acquiring 
data, invoke diagnosis agents’ methods and query 
knowledge base and database.  
 
(4) Diagnosis results analysis and integration 
When diagnosis agent and expert get their diagnosis 
results, they should return results to user’s interface 
agents. Interface agent with the user’s interaction 
analyzes and integrates the results and then forms fault 
dissolving approaches that need the user to follow step 
by step.  
 
 
3 DIAGNOSIS AGENTS 
 
So far, a lot of diagnosis methods are available, such as 
cause and effect analysis method, fault tree method [1], 
artificial neural network method [2], case based 
reasoning method [3], knowledge based inference 
method, Petri nets method [4, 5] and Bayesian network 
method [6], etc.  
 
Within airplane fault diagnosis, we choose some methods 
including cause and effect analysis method, artificial 
neural network method, case based reasoning method 
and knowledge based inference method. By now, in the 
multiagent based FDSS, there are four types of diagnosis 
agents: 
 
(1) Cause and effect analysis (CEA) diagnosis agent 
CEA agent is according to the working principles of 
airplane and parts to find the causes of the fault. It takes 
the fault as the effect and finds the relative causes, and 
then takes the causes as effects and searches further 
causes in an iterant way. Each time CEA agent sends the 
causes to user’s interface agent and needs the user to 
confirm if make further iteration. Cause and effect 
knowledge of airplane and parts are stored in its 
knowledge base, can be maintained by the master of 
CEA agent using CEA agent GUI interface.   
(2) Artificial neural network (ANN) diagnosis agent 
ANN agent is based on the voltage or current signals 



from the airplane measured by data agent using some 
circuit instruments to classify the fault into a certain type. 
Before putting into use, the ANN should be trained by 
utilizing sample data. Knowledge of ANN agent is stored 
in the network as nodes threshold and weights to other 
nodes. 
 

Figure 3. 3 layers BPNN for fault diagnosis 
 

(3) Case based reasoning (CBR) diagnosis agent 
CBR agent has a case base and a reasoning module. Case 
base is to keep typical faults occurred formerly. A fault 
case includes precondition, conclusion and solution. 
Precondition is the characteristics abstracted from fault 
symptoms, conclusion is the fault identification and 
solution is the approaches to dissolve the fault. When a 
new fault occurs, reasoning module abstract fault 
characteristics and compare with cases in case base to 
find the most analogous case. And then output the 
approaches for dissolving the fault. In FDSS, the case 
base is belong to CBR agent, can only be accessed by 
CBR agent. If other agents want to search cases, they 
must communicate with CBR agent. So, case base has a 
different accessing way from that of common knowledge 
base and database. 
 
(4) Knowledge based inference (KBI) diagnosis agent 
KBI agent has a built-in expert system including 
knowledge base and inferring mechanism. Knowledge 
base stores facts and if-then rules.  

Fact:  A is B 
Rule:  If X then Y 
      X, Y is fact 

Inferring mechanism uses knowledge to infer certain 
conclusion. KBI agent use the fault symptoms to abstract 
condition and get the conclusion of identifying fault. 
 
 
4 DEVELOPMENT OF FDSS 
 
4.1 structure of agent 
 
Based on the proposal by Shoham [10], we design the 
general structure of agent in FDSS as figure 4.  

 
 

Figure 4. General structure of agent in FDSS 
 
The agent includes four modules, database and 
knowledge base.  
 
Interface module is a GUI interface for master to guide 
or control other modules and access database and 
knowledge base. Communication module is responsible 
for communicating with other agents by using agent 
communication language. We utilize query and 
manipulation language (KQML). Task execution module 
is for accomplishing task with encapsulated method. 
Inferring mechanism can substitute user to guild task 
execution and communication module working in the 
absence of master.  
 
Local database keeps the internal status and other 
necessary data of agents. Local knowledge base stores 
the facts and inferring rules. 
 
Based on the common structure above, some agents in 
FDSS may have some modification. The execution 
module of data agent includes instrument with the circuit 
connected to airplane. In CBR agent, reasoning module 
replaces task execution module and inferring mechanism, 
and database works as a case base storing cases and 
internal status.  
  
4.2 Implementation of agents 
 
Shoham [10] has proposed that the implementation of 
agent by methodology of agent oriented programming 
(AOP) using AOP programming language. But so far, 
there is not an AOP language as mature as OOP language, 
such as C++, Java. So we still use OOP language java to 
develop agents based on the structure proposed above.  



We have implemented prototype of multiagent based 
FDSS. The implemented agents include management 
agent, interface agent, data agent, CEA agent, ANN 
agent, CBR agent and KBI agent. Data agent is to 
acquire signals for ANN agent. Four diagnosis agents are 
developed for diagnosing fault within engine startup of a 
specific type airplane. 
 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, a multiagent based fault diagnosis support 
system (FDSS) is proposed to support ground crew for 
fault diagnosis within airplane. It is not a complete 
automotive fault diagnosis system and includes users and 
experts. Main components of FDSS are four kinds of 
agents including management agent, interface agent, 
diagnosis agent and data agent. All agents accomplish 
divided task and can cooperate with each other in fault 
diagnosis process. Efficiency and effect of fault 
diagnosis can be improved with the multiagent based 
fault diagnosis support system. 
 
Further research interests focus on developing more fault 
diagnosis agents for the whole airplane. Implementation 
of interface agent running in mobile phone is our urgent 
work. 
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